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q comment: GET COOKING & BAKING
It only happens once a year but it is an incredibly
important fundraiser and needs YOUR support. I am
referring to The Great Aussie Bake-Off for Pride March
Victoria.
Being held on Saturday the 9th of October at DTs
Hotel, Church Street Richmond the event raises much
needed funds to assist the organisation stage each
year’s Pride March along Fitzroy Street, St. Kilda.
Last year was a huge success and the organisers are
certainly hoping for a similar result in 2010.
The categories for which you can register are:
Cakes & Sponges
Biscuits
Novelty Items
Jams & Chutneys
Registration is only $5 for home baked entries and
$20 for those bought from a shop. A registration form
can be downloaded from the Pride March Victoria
website at www.pridemarch.com.au or there will be
forms available on the day.
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Registrations will be taken from midday with the
judging commencing at 1.30pm and the auction
(professionally hosted by the beautiful Linzi) happens
at 3pm. The judges this year include Pete Dillon,
Nathan Miller and JOY 94.9 General Manager, Danae
Gibson. You don’t have to enter though to go along
and enjoy the day. Wheher you have entered, are
there to support your friends who have, or are there
to help fundraise by bidding on an auction item, your
presence is greatly appreciated and much needed.
Pride March Victoria will occur on Sunday the 6th of
February 2011 with assembly from midday on the
corner of Fitzroy Street and Lakeside Drive and the
March commencing at 2pm sharp along Fitzroy Street
ending at Catani Gardens where the party will continue
through to 11pm. Hang around the shade-covered
bar, brouse around the MCV Community Village, have
something to eat, or watch the entertainment on either
the Skinovate Karaoke Stage or the Gaydar.com.au
Main Stage.
But it all can’t happen without your support!
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q feature: KAMIRA HOLDEN
The gay Asian community is as diverse as all others in the LGBTI community. This is highlighted every Wednesday
night at the Asian Treasure Lotus Night at Heavens Door on Commercial Road. One of the shining lights of the gay
Asian entertainment world is Kamira Holden. I have known him and her for
quite some time and wanted to find out a little more about the person and
the “drag queen”. I hope you enjoy our interview.
Where were you born and when did you come to Australia / Melbourne?
I was born on the outskirts of Bangkok Thailand in a small town called Ratchaburi
(which means “the city of king”). It is where the famous Thai floating market is
located.
I was born as a single child in Thai-Chinese family. My Dad owned a Thai Kick Boxing
Gym where he trained professional kick boxers. At the same time my Mum tried
to teach me how to cook Thai green curry while my Grandpa taught me how to
play Chinese Bamboo Flute. That was my busy childhood. I grew up and studied in
Thailand and after finishing University I worked in Thailand as a chemical engineer for
a few years then moved to Vietnam and lived in Saigon City for 2 years before moving
back to Bangkok.
Bangkok is regarded as one of the gayest cities but it’s funny that my lifestyle back
then wasn’t a gay one. I didn’t have a lot of gay friends, never dressed in drag and
never put a wig on.
I migrated to Melbourne in May 2005. That was when my gay life started.
When did you first do drag?
My first time dressed up in drag was in late 2005 when I entered Miss Lotus
pageant becoming second runner up of Miss Lotus at the Star Hotel in Collingwood.
This was the beginning of my drag career that gave me the opportunity to start
performing at venues like Heavens Door, Opium Den (formerly the Star Hotel), DTs
Hotel and Glass House.
I define myself as a performer and entertainer and not as some would describe a
Drag Queen, cross dresser or a man in women’s clothing. When I dress up in drag
I enjoy the fact that I can get out of my day to day skin and hop in to something
that most people might see as being Taboo. This gives me a chance to express
another side of myself that I can’t normally do.
I also enjoy meeting new people in these circles - making good friends, life long
friends like Thom Robb, Brian Frewin, Kitt, Phanu and other great performers like
Aida, Sherene Sequin, Miss Man and business owners and patrons.
After a lot of hard work I was lead to the Miss Gay Australia Pageant 2010 held
in St Kilda where I was fortunate to receive the crown - giving me the title of Miss
Gay Australia 2010.
How important is maintaining your heritage when you do drag and how
does it shape the sort of material you do?
Maintaining my heritage is like maintaining my identity so this is incredibly important
to me. I guess that you can see the expression of myself and my culture through a
lot of what I do - from the props to costumes, music and choreography. However
being a Thai performer does not mean I have to wear Thai golden head dress or
Thai silk in every single performance. I can express this through my character. My
Thai culture coming across as very friendly, gentle, kind and respectful.

You are now part of a group called Melbourne Thai Tiffany. Please
tell me about the group and what sort of work you have been doing
around Melbourne and beyond.
Melbourne Thai Tiffany is the first ever Thai transvestite cabaret show in
Australia. When I started I really had a vision that I want to bring the next
generation - the new evolution in Drag performance - and try to step away
from the stereo-typical drag show style to be able to deliver something
different such as Fashion run-way shows and modelling.
Production numbers that we do are very complicated because of the various
cultural styles that we do (Thai, Korean, Chinese, Laos, Vietnamese and
English).
Our latest show is called “One night in Bangkok”. This show is a purely
elegant cabaret show performed by beautiful Thai transvestites in traditional
Thai costumes that have amazed our audiences across Melbourne, Victoria,
and Brisbane.
Is there anything else you would like to share with the Q Magazine
readers?
We try to bring diversity of drag shows to the greater community so I hope
that the Australian gay community will support us going forward.

q internet: TALKING POOFY
Talking Poofy would like to announce their Poofcast, a regular podcast
available from talkingpoofy.com.au and the Apple iTunes store.
The Poofcast stars the outrageous Scott Brennan (Comedy Inc., Skithouse), the
fabulous Adam Richard (Fox FM, Spicks and Specks) and the punctual Toby Sullivan
(likes bacon).
Based on the award-resistant stand-up comedy show, Talking Poofy is gayer than the
sum of its parts, and covers everything you never wanted to know about our people,
and all the things you are too afraid to ask. Regular segments include:
The Gay to Zed, where the TP team talk over the ABC of Gay (Amyl, Beats, Courtesy
Fingers…)
The Chafe, where one of the TP team screeches about something that has peed them off (generally it’s something as inconsequential
as the footy being on instead of Glee, but sometimes they have a point worth making).
The Carrie Bickmore Experience, where Talking Poofy dig down into an issue. They very rarely get to the bottom of the issue, but
they do spend a lot of time admiring the
surface.
Other regular segments include the
Talking Poofy Update, Gaydar Profile of
the Week and Top or Bottom, where they
boys ask ‘Who’s the Boss?’ in celebrity
relationships.
This hilarious podcast is available by
subscribing to http://www.talkingpoofy.
com.au/poofcast.xml or searching for
‘poofy’ in the iTunes store.

q news: PERTH BOY MAKES IT BIG
FROM THE GOLDEN TO THE EMPIRE STATE FOR ONE LOCAL BOY
Perth native, Tim Johnson is making waves in the United States, riding on the back
of the huge levels of success he achieved as on-air personality and executive
producer at radio station Nova 96.9 in Sydney.
Following in the footsteps of a lengthy catalogue of notable former John Curtin College of the
Arts students (such as Sam Worthington and Paul Mercurio) and having watched film stars
from the projection booth at the Carousel cinema complex through his teenage years, Tim is
now able to list stars like Bruce Willis, Leonardo DiCaprio and Sarah Jessica Parker as just a
few of the endless list of celebrities he has interviewed since landing in New York in 2008.
With his interviews and reports heard on radio stations across Australia (including 6IX and
96fm in Perth), seen in magazines like Grazia and the hugely popular website Moviehole.net,
it seems inevitable for Tim’s career to explode even further. Tim was recently invited to meet
with executives at New York’s Z100 and WPLJ radio stations, the editor of People magazine
and television managers and producers; all of whom have a keen interest in the budding
young Aussie.
Tim describes New York as “…fun, fast-paced and just like you imagine,” but says New
Yorkers are misrepresented. “I expected New Yorkers to be brash and loud like I’d seen on TV
and in the movies. OK, mainly from Home Alone 2. And while they may be brash and honest,
it’s actually really endearing. I find myself striking up a conversation with people in the line
at Starbucks (coffee shop), or at the supermarket, or on the subway all the time. And the city itself is just phenomenal. There’s the
history and the characters. I mean, the characters in Seinfeld really do exist! And there’s always something going on; like the MTV
Awards, red carpet premieres, and massive film stars in Broadway shows. And all of that is great for what I do, let me tell you!” “One
of the most exiting interviews was for Sex & the City 2. There was so much hype around the film, and the crowd outside Bergdorf
(Goodman, department store, where the press day took place) was crazy. And I found the girls were really sweet. You know what? I
think they actually looked even better in the flesh, too.”
There’s no stopping this Aussie, with interviews scheduled with Russell Brand, Helen Mirren and Jessica Alba in the next few weeks
and the unlimited opportunities that only New York City can offer.

q film: LIVE & LOVE COMPETITION
Budding film makers are being challenged to shoot cinematic flicks designed to
destigmatise HSV - the Herpes Simplex Virus commonly associated with cold sores and
genital herpes - as part of the inaugural Live & Love Short Film Competition.
The competition, coordinated by The Australian Herpes Management Forum (AHMF), is inviting
students (film, media, journalism, advertising and medicine), the film and media industry, and pop
culture enthusiasts nation-wide to create high-quality, 30-second- long films that explore HSV and
educate viewers about its prevalence, while encouraging open discussion about the virus in order to
reduce its stigma. The finalist films will be showcased, and the winners announced at the exclusive
Live & Love Short Film Competition Awards - a red carpet event to be held in Sydney on Tuesday,
October the 19th - the evening prior to Herpes Awareness Day (Wednesday, October the 20th).
This groundbreaking competition, themed Let’s talk about HSV, encourages entrants to use short
films to debunk myths about herpes and facilitate conversation in the community about a virus
affecting one in eight sexually active Australian adults. Film makers have until September the 24th to write, shoot and edit short films
designed to destigmatise herpes. A total prize purse of $15,000 is up for grabs. The winner of the Judges’ Choice Award, to be
decided by a panel of celebrity, medical and patient judges, will clinch $10,000 cash, while the five People’s Choice Award winners
will take away $1,000 each. 					
To register in the Live & Love Short Film Competition, or for more information, go to www.liveandlove.com.au.

q money: with EVAN DAVIS
All around the world, the credit crunch has hurt banking. However by
contrast, Australia has weathered the storm surprisingly well. Here an
optimistic bank manger might still think about making their bonus income.
Anywhere else in the world, an optimistic bank manager is simply someone
who still irons fives shirts on a Sunday night.
You see, in Australia our banks have remained some of the richest in the world. Does
it make you proud? Not me. I for one believe firmly, that you never need to feel too
bad if you are able to get a good deal from your bank.
With this in mind, I turned my thoughts to some of the most mundane banking
products available. The humble transaction account is part of everyone’s day to day
existence. They are about as interesting as the minuscule amount of interest they
earn us. Though, we can’t live without them. They are all roughly the same though
some remain cheaper than others or have more functionality.
Almost all transaction accounts charge us for the simple thrill of keeping them open.
Depending on the bank, the monthly fee can be as high as eight bucks. This may not
sound too high, but over a year $96 is just the start of the fees. I’d rather spend that money on a few beers with friends.
If while using your account, you do anything that your bank considers ‘no-no’ expect to pay for it. Overdrawn and transaction
fees are the worst and most common. I have seen people needlessly spend hundreds of dollars a year by using their accounts
inappropriately. To hit the wrong ATM these days costs $2 or more. Even though some fees have been reduced recently, dipping
into the banks money rather than your own still hurts. Avoid overdrawing your balance.
In my investigations one of the better accounts I found is the new ‘ING Orange Everyday’ account. This account is an actual fee free
account if used correctly and offers remarkable functionality. This account offers free use of any ATM as long as you withdraw more
than $200 and it even pays you for the transaction (50 cents for a withdrawal over the same amount). It also has a VISA debit card
and no dishonour fees ever!
The Bank West ‘Hero Account’ is another worthy mention. Assuming you can deposit $2,000 a month you will earn 5% on your
day to day transaction account and with no fees. Best of all your salary counts as a deposit!
The rules to getting a better transaction account are simple. Check the fees you’ll be paying and get the functionality that suits you.
Aim for minimal costs and the highest number of transaction that you don’t have to pay for yourself. As with all financial products do
your home work and make sure you read the fine print before deciding if it is right for you.
Remember, no matter how good the deal looks there are always conditions and criteria which apply.

q people: THAI-STYLE TALENT
It often amazes me how a chance meeting at a niteclub can lead to learning
how rich and diverse a person’s life is. One such meeting was at Heavens Door
when I met a young Asian man (Thanapoom Sirichang) affectionaltely called Cii.
After speaking for a while I realised there was much more to this guy than just
his good looks, so I asked if he would mind me doing an interview with him for Q
Magazine. He obviously agreed. I started by asking where he was born and how
long has he been in Australia?
I was born in Chiangmai, Thailand back in 1981.. yes, I'm at a good age now..:P I grew
up there, and loved it to the max. It's the best city ever in Thailand. I moved to Australia
in 2004 to continue my studies in music, and finished a Master of Music Composition in
2006 from the Tasmanian Conservatorium of Music, UTAS.
After I finished the degree, I got an opportunity to know the Artistic Director of the IHOS
Music Theatre & Opera who showed a great interest in my works. I've been working with
the company in various productions and concerts for a few years, and in 2009, I got the
full production for my very first Chamber Opera, the Lunch Box, in one act with the 10
Days on the Island festival.
During the time, I've also got a few public performances with some semi-professional and professional ensembles such as the
Hobart Chamber, and Hobart Symphonic Wind Band.
Why did you choose a career in music composition? Have you always been musical or come from a musical family?
I guess I just fell in love with it a very very long time ago without knowing it. I started my first music lesson at the age of 8 in school,
and never stayed away from it since (maybe that was an early sign of me being Gay...hahaha). I could play a few instruments like
Trombone, a few other brass instruments, and a bit of Piano.
In Australia, I used to be the principal Trombone for the Tasmanian Youth Orchestra during 2005 - 2007, and that was my last active
year as a player (just can't keep up with the practicing) when I put more of my attention to composing. Some says I could still be a
good player, lot of composers do...well, I'm different and just prefer to be a creator more now.
Please tell me a little about the work you have done so far and any projects you have in the wind.
As I mentioned, I had my full production for the 10 Days on the Island 2009. That might have been the very first Chamber Opera
that sung in Thai (Youtube 'sirichang' to see some excerpts). I had worked with the Hobart Chamber and Hobart Symphonic Wind
Band, and had a few works with some local soloists. I had also worked as an editor for the NOVA Music Editions, the music publishing
company, that internationally published works mainly from Tasmanian composers and some mainland Australian Composers.
I recently relocated to Melbourne, roughly 5 months now. I will have my Melbourne debut in October with the ‘Why Not Production Co.’
as a part of the new production ‘A Sequence of Original Music’. You can find more details here: http://www.whynotproductioncompany.
com.au/
Apart from that, currently I also work in hospitality at Sweet Basil Thai Cuisine on Commercial Road, Prahran. I hope to get other
work thoughas I have way too much free time! I love having free time as long as it’s also a fun time - not a boring one. I’m currently
also working on a new commission work for the Tasmanian Youth Orchestra. The new work will be premiered in December this year.
I can’t wait to attend the concert, and visiting Tasmania in Summer could be awesome! So if anyone has a plan to travel there in
December, let’s get in touch!
What would you like to be doing in five years from now?
In five years from now, I will definitely still be active in the Music Industry, and expecting to do a lot more both Nationally in Australia,
and hopefully some productions or concerts touring internationally. Also, hopefully at somepoint I will finally have a work of mine
premiered in my home country. It’s a bit of a shame so far, me, a Thai Composer, is hardly recognised in my own Mother Land.
Anything else you would like to share with the Q Magazine readership?
Homosexuality, for me is a unique culture within cultures, mixed colours, refreshing, and exciting at all time. So much creativity and
variety. Let's play nice together, keep this Rainbow wonderfully up, and show the world how actually fabulous we are!

q cuisine: with CHEF NATHAN
I get so excited with Spring finally upon us, I find the weather in Melbourne almost
perfect, the coffee tastes sweeter, the men are starting to wear less clothing and of
course the meat is at it’s prime.
Being out here in the country, the meat available during spring is amazing, and by meat I am talking
that from an animal.
Lamb is my favorite meat and purchased during spring, I find it sweeter, delicate yet rich in flavour.
This recipe brings together the intricate flavours of the lamb whilst combining fresh spring salad
produce.

Lemon Pepper Lamb Cutlets
Ingredients (serves 4)
1/3 cup olive oil
1/3 cup lemon juice
20gms Cracked Peppercorns
2 tablespoons flat-leaf parsley leaves, finely chopped
2 tablespoons oregano leaves, chopped
1 garlic clove, crushed
12 lamb cutlets, trimmed
2 Lebanese cucumbers, halved lengthways, thinly sliced
4 tomatoes, halved, thinly sliced
1 small red onion, halved, thinly sliced
1 red capsicum, deseeded, thinly sliced
Method
Combine 2 tablespoons of oil, 2 tablespoons of lemon juice, parsley, oregano, garlic, and salt and pepper in a large ceramic dish.
Add lamb. Turn to coat. Cover. Refrigerate for at least 3 hours.
Preheat barbecue plate on high heat.
Reduce heat to medium.
Cook lamb, basting with marinade, for 3 minutes each side for medium. Remove from heat. Cover with foil. Stand for 5 minutes.
Combine cucumber, tomatoes, onion and capsicum.
Add remaining 2 tablespoons of oil, 2 tablespoons of lemon juice, and salt and pepper. Toss gently to combine.
Serve lamb with cucumber salad.

q food & lifestyle: with PETE DILLON
There are restaurants opening across Melbourne
at a rate of knots...and it seems every time I
open the mail there is another launch to attend.
Apart from an ever expanding girth and a
somewhat damaged liver, I think we are blessed
to have the finest of dining culture here in the
southern city of class. This has been evidenced
of late with several top notch awards coming
Melbourne’s way. Andrew McConnell’s Cutler
and Co was awarded the gong for Australian
Restaurant of the Year in the Gourmet Traveller
awards held just last week. David Lawler in his
role as Sommelier at Neil Perry’s Rockpool Bar
and Grill took the coveted wine list of the year
at Australian Gourmet Traveller Wine’s recent
wine list awards, as well as Lawler himself
picking up the much prized Judy Hirst award for
his passion and skill as a top notch Sommelier.
And not ignoring the talents of those in regional
Australia, Dan Hunter and the Royal Mail Hotel
in Western Victoria’s Dunkeld has won Regional
Restaurant of the Year.
About to be presented are the Age Good Food
Guide’s awards whilst this magazine is in print expect some talk about this in the next column, but
I reckon McConnell is a shoe in for the Chef of the
Year title 2 years running.
Back to the openings though, I was recently at
Pandora’s Box on Duke Street, Windsor. Pandora’s
is a sister restaurant to Orange that sits merely doors
away on Chapel Street. Pandora’s was always going
to fare well, and no expense has been spared.
Consulting wine maker, Lok Thornton has put
together an awesome list, and the food is under
the guidance of the talented Matthew Germanchis,
formerly of Mo Vida. Even the tiles have been hand
made for the bar and floor, with PB initialled in every
one of them.
Pandora’s is a shared plate experience, slightly sitting
to the tapas edge of dining, but with options to suit all
tastes. Don’t go past the wonderful take on a scotch
egg - a quails egg has been hidden amongst Bacala
or salt cod, then crumbed and fried. When you reach
the middle, a gooey yolk from the egg runs down
the chin, and is a sensational food experience. Also
have a go at some St Helen’s oysters with Riesling
jelly, watercress and horseradish. Order at least a
half dozen. Then grab a selection of the other tasty
tidbits before hoeing into mains. There are a number
of options, some more solid than others, including an
aged Angus Rump with bone marrow (my favourite
indulgence), fine herbs with chips, or maybe a
wild Barramundi alongside mussels with fennel &
watercress, and ‘Macleay Valley’ rabbit, stifado style

served with garlic & lemon kale. The
rabbit was a tad dry for my liking, and
the barramundi could have dealt with
the mussels a little better, but overall, a
wonderful dining experience.
There are some dessert options at Pandora’s
but after pigging into the salt cod scotch
eggs, Mr handsome and I were unable to
stomach any more food.
Duck Duck Goose is an entirely different
affair. Situated in Artemis lane, just off
Lonsdale street, this eatery had a gestation
longer than that of an elephant. 3 years in
the making, the patient were rewarded with
a very stylish melange of traditional chinese
food and some high end French haute cuisine. Start at the bar, as they serve
23 different champagne offerings by the glass, including a reasonably priced
Krug Grand Cuvee. We cant all afford a bottle but a glass did very nicely thank
you. Butter up to the gorgeous Sommelier, Rohan Anderson and be well
looked after with your plonk. Food, as mentioned, is a mish mash. A formal
dining area and private dining rooms, in the area known as the dark side, offer
up all manner of new and modern, maybe even posh techniques. Foams,
splodges, sands, gels and other such scientific explorations accompany high
end traditional French cuisine, with smatterings of the Asian influences the
Kam Fook group are known for.
You will find foie gras, abalone, shellfish and other such classy desirables
popping up on the menu, and one might need a slight advance from the bank
manager to splash out on the trusty visa! Kick off with the oxtail and foie gras
mille fieulle, something you don’t try every day and certainly something that
will get the mouth watering. Keep with the upper crust experience by trying
the almost sticky rare venison fillets with a couple of sauce options, calvados
(apple brandy), paired with espresso. Yep, espresso...coffee!
The wine list is impressive but this is totally a special occasion event. Its not
cheap but there is something there for every one’s taste, everyone’s budget
(quite a list by the glass), and you will find some of the much maligned New
Zealand Sauvignon Blanc in there, otherwise known to some as slut juice (I so
wish that expression was mine!).
Desserts are as equally spectacular as the remainder of the menu and
certainly if you are splashing out, have yourself a cheeky little sweetie, paired
with a glass of sticky.
For diners on the light side, expect a very well priced dim sum style of food.
Dishes down there start at just $8 and will please any palate that you can
muster up. It’s easy to have a dark side, light side experience at Duck Duck
Goose - pop into the bar and be seduced by some exquisite champagne,
then pop downstairs for a good old fashioned Hong Kong style dim sum meal.
The fountain in the middle of the dark side will calm your nerves while you
jump on the phone to the finance department, making sure the funds are in
the jar to spoil yourself and your date.
For more of Pete’s food ramblings, tune into Cravings every Saturday on JOY
94.9, or drop him an email at lifestyle@qmagazine.com.au

q performance: CIRQUE DU SOLEIL
CIRQUE DU SOLEIL ANNOUNCES 2011 AUSTRALIAN TOUR OF SALTIMBANCO
• AUSTRALIA TO FALL IN LOVE AGAIN WITH THE SHOW THAT STARTED IT ALL •
• HOBART, NEWCASTLE AND WOLLONGONG AUDIENCES TO EXPERIENCE THE MAGIC FOR THE FIRST TIME •
• JOIN CIRQUE CLUB NOW FOR FIRST ACCESS TO TICKETS •
Cirque du Soleil has just announced that it will return to Australia in 2011 for a national
tour of Saltimbanco, one of the company’s most loved, classic shows. The internationallyacclaimed live entertainment company will be back next year with Saltimbanco, which
started Australia’s love affair with Cirque du Soleil when it first toured here in 1999.
A thrilling, kaleidoscopic celebration of awe-inspiring artistry and agility, Saltimbanco will be
presented in theatre mode in arena venues across the country with the same energetic and
vibrant performance as experienced in the Big Top.
Tickets for Saltimbanco will go on sale nationally on Monday October 18 2010 for all
cities. Starting October 7 2010, advance online tickets for Saltimbanco will be available
exclusively for Cirque Club members until October 17 only. Cirque Club membership is free
and benefits includes access to advance tickets, special offers and exclusive behind the
scenes information. To join, go to www.cirqueclub.com.
For Official Travel Packages and Tapis Rouge VIP Experiences visit showbiz.com.au/
saltimbanco or call 1300 4 SHOWS (1300 4 74697)
CIRQUE DU SOLEIL – SALTIMBANCO 2011 AUSTRALIAN TOUR
Perth: From April 21 - Challenge Stadium Adelaide: From May 12 – Adelaide Entertainment Centre
Melbourne: From May 25 – Rod Laver Arena Hobart: June 15 to 19 – Derwent Entertainment Centre
Brisbane: From July 8 – Brisbane Entertainment Centre Newcastle: July 20 to 24 – Newcastle Entertainment Centre
Sydney: From July 27 2011 – ACER Arena Wollongong: August 17 to 21 – WIN Entertainment Centre
Visit www.cirquedusoleil.com

q arts news: METAMORPHIS

Metamorphis is a new artistic collective headed by Jessi Lewis and Kevin Mcgreal, that aims to nurture raw talent,
and produce socially aware performance that is designed to effect public opinion on issues
prevalent in today’s society. They aim to work primarily with 18-25 year olds within the
LGBTI community, giving these and other marginalised groups a voice, and allowing their
stories to be heard.
On the launch of Metamorphis, Lewis (known also as performer Wolfgang Baas) say’s “It’s exciting to
see this company launch, and to work collaboratively with other local artist whom share the same vision
for social awareness and change.” Adds McGreal (who's has written and performed around Melbourne
for the past ten years) “I think it's important for younger LGBTI artists, to have the opportunity to
develop their work and be heard before they are exposed to the mainstream" he says, " we are living
in a world where popular wins and the bottom line is the means- Metamorphis is about these smaller
voices being seen and heard".
Metamorphis is a self-funded company, not relying on government grants to produce our work,
believing in an independent approach to creative practice. Instead, Metamorphis will begin a series
of fundraisers in aid of future projects; these will also act as a showcase for both emerging and
established local talent, the first happening on the 13th of October.
On this night, Metamorphis will present performance pieces by Kaye Sera, Jade Leonard, Dean Acuri,
Wolfgang Baas, Camp Camp Revolution, Brecik and DJ Big Mac, highlighting Metamorphis as a truly versatile company, dedicated
to the representation of Melbourne’s Queer Arts Scene.

q festivals: ADELAIDE’S FEAST
Light Square - Our Place for the Feast Festival
The theme for Feast 2010, Our Place is very appropriate, as, for the first time, Feast will have a
Performance and Entertainment Hub in Light Square, a place to call its own.
Nestled amongst the trees, a range of performance and entertainment spaces will provide the perfect
venue for this year’s festival. The Ballroom with beautiful curtains and chandelier will house our headline
cabaret shows, with The Lounge, Toolshed and Library providing a range of spaces for comedy, theatre,
music, film, literature and the National Queer Thinkers Weekend - Quench. The Halls provide a unique
exhibition space for visual arts and The Patio will be the stage for emerging artists and busking.
Once you’ve bought your tickets from FEASTiX at The Window Box why not relax with a coffee or light
meal from The Pantry or catch up with friends over a beer or glass of wine in The Cellar and don’t forget,
happy hours happen every day.
Enjoy the stunning Finucane and Smith Double Bill - The Feast of Argentina and Salon De Dance, the tantalizing Ursula Martinez in
My Stories Your Emails at The Space Theatre, Adelaide Festival Centre, Brief’s boy burlesque show returns to Adelaide after a sellout
season at The Adelaide Fringe. Comedians Deanne Smith(Canada), Tom Ballard (Melb), Joel Creasey (Perth) and Adelaide’s very
own Granny Flaps will have you rolling in the aisles and the ever popular Comedy Gayla will be bigger and better than in ’09.
The party schedule will be ‘full on’ kicking off with the Opening Night Party, followed up by Sleazeball, Genderf**K Ball and the Picnic
After Party, plus the 2010 Glamour Ball where you get to dress up to the nines and get seen in the place to be seen during Feast.
The two day Quench weekend has a dynamic and diverse range of forums, with something for everyone and the Literature showcase
and dinner will again be a highlight. Plus there’s films, fire twirling, drag shows and much, much more. Programs will be available
from Saturday 18th September.
For information, ticketing for shows & special events, or to hear the Feast news first, sign up for the Feast E-Newsletter Hello Feasters,
go to www.feast.org or email: feast@feast.org.au or call (08) 8463 0684.

q music: with LEO SAYER
On a beautiful winter’s morning in Melbourne I had the great opportunity
to pop into the Warner Music offices in Carlton and meet (for the second
time) this amazingly lovely and talented man. I started by finding out
what he had been up to since last we spoke.
I’m an Australian citizen and very proud of it. Love the constitution. Love the fact
there’s no national religion. I go back to England every now and again - but as
a tourist. I voted for the first time as an Australian and it was a thrill for me. Often
in the UK I would abstain from voting as everyone says what the point, but you
really feel you have a voice in Australia. I think Australia is a fair and open society
(including supporting Gay people). I think it is a wonderful country. There’s not a
long wrong with it. I recently returned after a holiday and upon arriving I really am
absolutely sure and focussed that I made the right move.
You’ve just released your greatest hits album. How does that compare to
bringing out a new album with new material?
It’s funny, someone asked me if I was still writing and in some ways I am but I
am more adapt to older material. I am toying with an album at the moment, and
funnily enough all the songs that I have been discovering and laying down for it - I don’t think there is going to be anything completely
new. There’ll be adaption of older ideas. Some of the songs go back to 1973/74. Things that I had written myself, put away, and
recently re-discovered and thought “that’s good”. So I suppose the continual kind of process has been more recently about looking
back and assessing what these tracks are and what they mean. What the classic hits are and how they relate to me and how they
relate to the way I am now. There’s been a lot of reassessment over the last two years and that has resulted in this project.
My International Manager, Donnatella has always had a very good relationship here with Warner Music (because they have the rights
to my back catalogue) and, as you know, the last album I made was with Unviersal. I think that was a one off thing and that was
more an orchestral type album and I don’t think the public took to that in the same kind of way as I thought they would - which is
fine, it’s for them to judge. Sometimes you can go back to the past and re-invent and sometimes you can’t. I think what struck me
throughout that whole campaign was that whenever I would go out they (the fans) would say but I still love your old versions Leo.
These records have stood the test of time.
So are you still performing?
Yes - just the same. I went right back to doing them the same old way and I am loving it. You know putting this album together
required a lot of detail. Don Bartley (who’s an old friend and a wonderful mastering engineer) and i got together in this and luckily
the record company gave us the ok to really spend a good amount of time analising all of this. I had original old DADT tapes that I’d
made straight off the masters (they all came back to me about fifteen years ago) and I’d not really dug them out for a while because
the problem is with all these “best ofs” is that you’re not usually involved. Generally someone else masters it, sends it to you and you
say”yes it’s ok”. But when you look at it in the cold light of day usually the process is all a bit overdone and the nice thing is that with
Don we both share a kind of love of the precepts that made the records great in the first place - so you don’t over-compress them,
you don’t over-silence them, you don’t over-clean them up. We also mastered all the sound on the video hits - which are coming out
after the album release (with all the orignal film clips). I don’t think the records have ever sounded as good as this. There’s also four
additional tracks filmed and recorded live with my band from last year.
I posted on FB that I was doing this interview and a friend of mine in NYC commented that he had a crush on you when
he was younger and asked if I was interviewing Leo Sayer the singer or someone else.
In England and America there was a real gay following - which I have always found very flattering. In fact Liza Minelli always said to
me “Leo, the boys love you. You’re their George Michael”. I’ve ended up with a lot of friends in the (LGBTI) community and they look
on me as one of their champs. Which is really good, you know.
In conclusion, now that you’re 62, have you found your voice has changed a great deal?
It hasn’t changed that much. A little has been shaved off the top range but the falsetto seems to be still there. I don’t really think about
it too much which must mean it’s a given. It just seems to work. It’s really cool actually.
In the October Issue of Q Magazine there will be more of this interview regarding Leo Sayer’s upcoming tour (including dates and
places). Make sure you pick up a copy and get along to see the man perform live.

q youth: with TASMAN ANDERSON
With each passing month, senior students get closer and closer to the day that they get to
say goodbye forever to high school. Yes of course I’m talking about graduation. Q magazine
and you the readers have become a family to me, someone I can bare my inner thoughts
and opinions too. It’s sad to think that I might have to leave you all too! But for now let me
update you on what is happening for youths (and others of course) here in Brisbane.
The past several months I have been bombarding you guys with information on the August 14th rallies
for same sex marriage rights. Well, it paid off! The rallies, which were held simultaneously in most
states, were a huge success. Here in Brisbane, over 1000 people attended, with over 500 new faces.
Even Perth held a gathering, joining in on a cause I know you all believe in. Josh Thomas also joined
in on the festivities, blending into the crowd. I’m a little disappointed that I didn’t get a chance to meet
him but no harm, no foul. I’m sure I will have the chance sometime in the future. Oh was that a hint as to what is yet to come...No,
just a thought J ticked you!
The next rally is going to be held in November and currently, Equal Love is brainstorming up fundraising events. Although it is a little
early to be telling you guys, I thought you’d love to know that plans are already underway to host a fundraising band night at the
Fortitude Valley bar, The Wickham. For those of you who live in Brisbane or will be travelling there in October, I promise to keep you
updated on who is going and which bands will be playing.
On other news, I am now an Optus Sound Scribe finalist. “What the heck is that, you say?” Well last month I entered the Optus
Sound Scribe competition which was open to all Australians aged 16-24. The competition searched regionally for young Australians
and offered them the chance to pursue a career in the Australian Music Industry. Hundreds of budding music enthusiasts applied in
a bid to represent their town as an Optus Sound Scribe. Forty lucky individuals were selected and will be interviewing music artists,
managing their own music blog and reporting on their town’s local music scene, whilst being mentored by some of Australia's leading
music industry specialists over the next two months.
The best Scribe at the end of the three months will be
crowned the Optus Sound Scribe of the Year and will win
a trip to LA to witness the international music industry, an
internship at Sydney’s prestigious music magazine, The
Music Network and a backstage pass to a music festival.
My blog was set up in early August and has been slowly but
surely gaining support. So why should you support me?
Well I believe that I can be the best Optus Sound Scribe.
I know a lot of people say that but I hope you guys know
me a little better than that. But as an extra incentive by
supporting me, you could win a series of prizes including
ITunes vouchers and mobile phones as well as the huge
grand prize of a live performance.
So how are you supposed to support me? Well that’s
incredibly simple. All you need to do is one, visit my Optus
Sound Scribe blog at www.optussoundscribe.com/25/
Tasman-Anderson two, scroll down and sign the petition
in order to gain me extra points as well as win a live
performance from a surprise band. Finally step three, scroll
down further and submit a question that I could use in an
interview with the featured article. The person who submits
the best question wins a $500 ITunes gift voucher.
So? What are you waiting for? Get on to the site and let
me know whether my news is relevant and whether or not I
have your support. After all, I am nothing without you guys
and I’d advise you to remember that!

q drag: A CLASSIC BIRTHDAY
Alan Mayberry recalls the birth of The Classics, now
one of Melbourne’s legendary drag groups at the
GH, which is about to celebrate its 15th birthday.
Every week they provide a visual smorgasbord of
theatrical genres, bringing to the drag stage the
zest and professionalism that names like Prior,
Burchmore and Warlow bring to commercial
theatre. Nothing shines like experience and the
Classics exude that.
Drag time is legendary, almost as legendary as
Melbourne’s premier drag show. It seems they have been
with us forever, but it was 2003 and Laurie Dunstan was
searching for a show to replace Le Gore’s All Stars every
Saturday at the Greyhound. Vivien St James who had
been Le Gore’s side kick was the first starter and Paris
jumped knowing a winner was about to be born. The third
member of the trio was solved when Laura Gravity put her
hand up. Laura recalls, ‘With no immediate theatre work coming up and always wanting to be part of a group that works regularly at
a venue, I jumped at the chance and The Classics were born.’
Originally Le Gore was to be the compere but budget was tight so she happily stood aside to enjoy the Saturday night footy and
Paris stepped into a role that has created a legend.
Paris had grown up on the Gold Coast, and as a teenager moved to Melbourne and discovered the world of competitive horse
shows. The thrill of the roaring crowd, the smell of horse manure and the beautifully tailored clothes were a major draw card for her.
And she still enjoys those same thrills every Saturday in the GH’s main arena.
Paris’s ability to accessorise and put a look together set her apart from the rest. As far as she is concerned, too much is NEVER
enough and bigger is definitely better – a standard that she holds true to today. To do a show every week that is as much burlesque
as it is top 40 is a real thrill. To be able to show a whole new generation how the ‘old school girls’ did it with class, flair and campness,
but mixed with a distinctly modern twist is what makes each week a genuine blast for her.
Paris remembers the days of brainstorming to come up with a name: Solid Gold, Showgirlz, Star Whores, Paris by Night, Some
Like it Haute. But then we realised the numbers we wanted to perform – all were classics. We always knew we would start with a
Supremes medley and include ‘In the Evening’, ‘Proud Mary’ and ‘If They Could See Me Now’. And we are still updating those every
year as they are evergreen classics that the punters love.
Added to Paris you had Vivien St James adding glamour and Laura added dance and humour. Later Rita added theatre, while Nova
added youth and finally Millie added Millie! Then came the sex appeal with the great line up of male dancers first led by Simon
Voules and Craig Fook, and now with Matteo Snooks, Julian Ardley and Trent Harlow. Ever since the days of Pokeys no one has
underestimated the oomph that a line up of cute male dancers adds to a show. And the Classic boys shape up with the best of them.
But no one disputes Paris is the glue that holds it all together.
Paris admits I have a real ball with the Classics. It really is a night of fun for me as much as work. The bonus is to be paid! We’ll keep
performing as long as the crowds want us. The crowd love the remixes of the 80s classics. We are there to entertain the punters
who have come out to have a fun night. We take it very seriously but at the end of the day we are all there to have fun and make
it camp!’
Paris is the brains behind the shows and spends days overseas looking for the most dazzling gems and fabrics she can find. So
whether its rummaging through a fabric stall in Hong Kong, a jeweller in Las Vegas, or having her 4th facelift tweaked in Bangkok, it’s
all about looking good and being the best you can be – no expense spared. An ongoing source of inspiration for Paris was her dear
friend Vivien St James. The dressing room at the Greyhound has not and will not be the same again without her style and caustic wit.
But it is that loss that drives Paris onto doing bigger and better shows that Vivien would have been proud to be a part of.

All I’d like now is time to take a
real break. Viv and I had planned
a five-star escape to India just
before she died. I will never get
over her tragic death. She was
everything to me. We’d been
working together long enough
to qualify us both for an old age
pension. I always sat next to her
and we’d joke, have a bevvy and
grab a fag in the backyard. I lost
a soul mate and she kept me up
to scratch!
At the GH things are
more abuzz than ever
with renovations nearing
completion in readiness for
a gala December opening.
First the GH celebrates
its 15th birthday as a gay
venue – indeed winner of
the 2010 ALSO Best Venue
Award. Hallelujah and Amen!
May the show run forever.
Make sure you are there for Paris’s 3am orgy and back lane celebrations in the
dump master – BYO mattress for the ‘reconstruction’ birthday on 18 September.

q awards: THE 17TH ANNUAL LOTUS
The Lotus Awards is an annual competition which showcases the diversity of and
pays tribute to Melbourne’s gay Asian community and their friends and admirers.
The Lotus Awards have long been one of the most anticipated events on Melbourne’s
LGBTI calendar, particularly for the “gayasian” community. The competition has
achieved icon status on the scene particularly in the Asian gay community.
Now in their 17th year, the Awards came from humble beginnings, initially as an ‘Asian and
Proud’ night back in the early 1990’s at the initiative of Fritz Maaten at the former Star Hotel.
The Awards have continued every year, with Opium Den continuing to host the event under the
auspices of Tom Robb and Chucky Chan until 2008. When the Opium closed, the event was
officially handed over to Heavens Door as it had the best reputation for supporting the (gay)
Asian community.
On the surface it may look like it’s just about having some tongue-in-cheek fun, but it is also
a remarkable celebration of diversity, providing each year a series of special competitions
and awards that celebrate Asian gays and lesbians and their Caucasian friends, showcasing
fabulous Asian talent through fun and entertainment. However Lotus is much more than a
“talent” competition - it really is for the (gay) Asian community and aims to break down “barriers”.
This year Heavens Door plays hosts again in the search for the annual Lotus winners, who will be chosen as the most representative,
popular, talented and genuine people in their categories: Ms Lotus for best Asian drag or transgender performer; Mr Lotus as most
popular and appealing Asian guy; Mr Rice Queen as most popular all-round Caucasian guy who is proud to have found “Rice” the
spice of life, and the Lotus Fried Rice Award which will be for the most entertaining predominantly Asian performance (individual
non-drag or group) showcasing Asian talent.
Contestants will be asked to present themselves in heats and finals, where they will be judged on their
pride and representation of their Asian heritage, their personality, their talent and their “popularity”. Judges
are selected from past winners, sponsors, media and venue owners/managers and
all judges are provided with pre-set criteria (including audience reaction) as the basis
for their scores. Online voting (as introduced last year) will also count as an important
element of the competition.
The prize pool has grown considerably. As well as cash and
other fabulous prizes for each category, last year’s Mr Lotus
also won an overseas holiday (to Asia of course!). This year
Heavens Door will be offering even more
holidays, and anticipate each category
winner will be rewarded with a holiday!
Yes, 4 holidays up for grabs! The Miss
Lotus and Fried Rice winners will also
have the chance to win paid gigs at
Heavens Door.
Heats and finals will happen over 7
weeks. Registration is now open for the
2010 Awards (heavensdoor.com.au or at
Heavens Door on Wednesdays at Asian
Treasure Lotus Nights). The launch date
will be late September/early October and
will be confirmed when registrations start
filling up.
So get in early if you want a chance at
one of those holidays!

q review: SCULPTRA - THE TRUTH
As recently as a couple of weeks ago plastic surgery procedures were highlighted on
our television screens - particularly the downside of when it all goes wrong. This does
not stop however a lot of people getting procedures done every day for a wide variety of
reasons. When it comes to lipoatrophy (a side effect that often occurs as a result from
some drugs used by people living with HIV) and the ability to “put back what life has taken
away” the process is painless, quick and long lasting. Well that is certainly the case, in my
experience, with sculptra. It is also often a mis-conception that all plastic surgery is used
by people for purely vain reasons. Sometimes it’s use can help with self esteem issues
and other aspects that increase a person’s overall mental health as well.
You may recall in a previous issue of Q Magazine I highlighted a different injectable filler. Unfortunately
it did not last that long. I am told that Sculptra should stay in my face for up to two years (obviously
only time will tell if this is true). The man taking on the job to inject Sculptra into me was Brett Archer
(a plastic surgeon in Southbank). Mr. Archer runs his private rooms from there but also performs the
same work via clinics at the Alfred Hospital. I highly recommend his work.
What is lipoatrophy
Lipoatrophy is the technical term for the loss or “wasting” of fat from the face and other ares of the
body such as the buttocks, upper arms and thighs. Moderate to severe lipoatrophy of the face has a
noticeable “sunken cheeks” look and may also include loss of fat around the nose, mouth, temples
and eye sockets.
What is Sculptra
Sculptra is an injectable material containing micro-particles called poly-L-lactic acid that work by
stimulating the build-up of the body’s own collagen to smooth out hollows and wrinkles. Sculptra is
injected below the surface of the skin in areas of tissue loss. It helps to lift and smooth skin without
paralysing facial muscles or limiting your natural facial expression.
My experience
As anyone who knows me well would be aware, I am extremely needle-phobic. Just the thought of
a needle going anywhere near me (regardless of where that happens to be) sends me into a state in
incredible nervousness. It doesn’t matter how many times I have to have needles, the panic is still the
same level (and over the past eight years I have had Cancer, all of teeth extracted and two separte
filler procedures - al of which involved multiple numbers of needles). Having said that the only “pain”
I experienced with having Sculptra injected was the initial local anasthetic used to prepare my cheeks
(which in all fairness was only a 1 second sting in each side). The actual injecting of the product
was both painless and quick. It is important to find a practitioner that you trust and one who has
experience in this area. Be aware however that not all practitioners will have the same approach that mine had with me. This does
not mean their technique is any less effective however.
It is vitally important also to know that following the first injection Sculptra is absorbed back into the body within days leaving your face
looking exactly the same as before. DO NOT think the product has not worked. Wait until after the second (or following) injections
have been administered. Your Doctor should give you clear instructions on how to care for your face between visits and what exactly
will happen. Make sure you ask for a brochure if he/she does not give you one. To find further information on the product, any costs
that may occur and how to proceed visit the website in the ad opposite or ask your GP.
The pictures on this page
The top one is me prior to any procedure taking place. The middle was taken immediately after the first
treatment. The bottom picture was taken immediately after the follow-up
treatment. The full effect however will not really be evident for a few weeks after
that. Take particular notice of the lines running down my cheeks immediately to
either side of my nose down to my chin. This should give you a fairly clear indication of
what Sculptra does to re-shape the face and remove lines.
* Medicare Australia may offer some rebate on the injection procedure after
November 1 this year.

q fitness: with CHRIS GREGORIOU
The perfect drink
Whats yours? Is it a glass of wine? Perhaps a gin and tonic. Well for centuries
mother nature has provided us the perfect drink and at no charge.
By far, the best drink for both weight loss and health is water.
Here are just some reasons to drink clean fresh water:
- Staying hydrated enhances weight loss
- Drinking water prevents dehydration
- Filling your stomach with water before meals prevents overeating
- Quenching your thirst with water hydrates your skin, giving it a more youthful
glow
Pay attention to what you sip!
What most people don't know is that it's a lot easier to drink extra calories than to eat them.
So you really need to pay attention to what you're sipping on.
Alcoholic drinks & the Beer belly
A beer belly is called a beer belly for good reason, since many alcoholic beverages are loaded with calories. Drinking alcohol in
moderation (one or two drinks a day) has been proven to have health benefits, however be careful of the calories.
Recent studies are reporting that most of us drink 21 percent of our daily calories. That adds up to an average of 460 calories each
day. It's easy to see how these calories quickly add up into unwanted kilos.
Cardio training or body building?
Post workout drinks should contain:
1) Protein
2) Carbohydrates
3) Potassium
4) No or very low sugar!
There’s no good reason to follow up a great workout with a sugar filled beverage, even if claims are made about quick recovery
and muscle growth.
After exercise, your body is in need for protein, carbohydrates and potassium, so read the label of what your drinking and ensure
your post workout drink contains these three ingredients.
Pay extra attention to what you drink throughout each day. Make it a habit to pass on the calorie-packed drinks and to focus on
drinking lots of water. Remember that small changes to your lifestyle over time will make the difference.

q products: MACHO NEW RELEASE
The daring Latino underwear label - Macho - releases their limited
White & Black collection.
Abundantly comfortable, as is Macho's trademark, this collection plays on
the refines of design and turns underwear into art. Featuring five stunning
cuts, incorporating white and black re-workings of traditionally colourful
classic prints (such as patchwork, paisley & floral) this collection surprises
more than shocks.
In celebration of White and Black and the launch of their new website and online store www.machounderwear.com.au, Macho are
offering a "Buy two get one free" promotion (conditions apply) for Father's Day.
Macho's White and Black line is indeed underwear for the thinking
man. Designed in Spain and manufactured in Colombia, Macho
lives up to its reputation as being 100% caliente (hot).
Created for men who are unashamed and confident of
their sexuality. Needless to say they are also designed with a
sophisticated aesthetic, elegant proportions and detail modern
style. Curved lines etherise masculine figure, the fabrics
ergonomically adjust to body, and the anatomically engineered
cup gives ultra comfort & enhancement - satisfying the
equilibrium of today's man: force and sensuality.
Available only while stocks last Macho White & Black can be
purchased via boutique retailers or online at Macho's new and enhanced website www.machounderwear.com.au

q win: SPRING INTO THESE GOODIES
Turtle Cove Beach Resort
If you’ve ever wanted to relax in absolute beach frontage luxury, enjoying the spendour of Far North
Queensland’s weather, then this is the prize you have been waiting for. Also see the special deal in the
Turtle Cove Beach Resort advertisement on the next page to enjoy the resort any time you wish (if you
don’t win this competition of course).
We have 5 nights accommodation with breakfast in one of Turtle Cove Beach Resort’s newly renovated
rooms. So email getfree@qmagazine.com.au with turtle cove in the
subject line & 25 words or less telling us why you want this prize.
* Not vaid during special events. *Prize does not include airfares. *Prize
not redeemable for cash.
Plastik Underwear
Plastik Underwear is the latest and sexiest mens underwear label to hit the stores and is quickly
becoming popular worldwide. Plastik is different from the norm as these designs were created with
comfort and sex appeal in mind. Plastik Underwear features a comfortable cut, firm fit and soft
cotton/spandex fabric. Along with a splash of bold colour these are amongst the most comfortable
in the world.
There are three pairs to be won so good luck!
Simply email getfree@qmagazine.com.au with plastik
in the subject line to see if a pair is yours. One size fits
most.
Brecik
My good friend, Brecik has released his EP - Red Rocket and has kindly given Q
Magazine five copies to give away to you. Featuring I Still Love You, Breakdown, Red
Rocket and Break My Heart, this is a truly fabulous CD and one that marks the beginning
of a brilliant carerr.
So email getfree@qmagazine.com.au with brecik in the subject line to
test your luck.
Macho Underwear
Have a read of the Q Products page and then get your fingers working
to get hold of a pair for yourself. We have four pair of Sensual Redfish
underpants - two black &
white and two classic white
to give away.
Email getfree@qmagazine.com.au with macho in the subject line to see if you’re a
winner. Sizes are as they come to you.
Warner Music
To celebrate the release of his Greatest Hits album, Warner have so very kindly donated
five Leo Sayer CDs for us this month. Featuring (as you would imagine) all of the best
from this wonderful man (read my interview with him in this issue).
Email getfree@qmagazine.com.au with leo in the subject line to see if you’re a winner
of one of these autographed CDs.
* All prizes are open to everyone, except those which specifically state you must be over 18 to enter. Entries close on the final day of each calendar
month with the prize draw taking place at 5pm the following day at Apt. 7, 16 Westbury Grove, St. Kilda East 3183. Names and addresses of
people winning prizes valued at or over $250 ONLY will be published in the following issue of QMagazine. All monthly winners are notified by email.
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q scene: OUT & ABOUT
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q theatre: FRINGE @ THE BUTTERFLY
It’s Fringe time...strap yourself in for a wild ride as Faux-folk pop cabaret for the contemplative wino, accompanied by piano,
we present 11 fantastically varied shows as part guitar, ukulele, melodica and a sugar-velvet voice to knock your socks off
of the Melbourne Fringe Festival, Wednesday 22 ... or have you bawling into your absinthe. Either way, don’t miss out!
September to Sunday 10 October.
An effervescent yet relaxed and personable performer and an introspective
songwriter, Cookie Baker has shared stages with Augie March, Little Birdy,
Cocktail of the month
In honour of the ‘Best Cabaret’ Award winner at this Ben Lee, Kate Miller-Heidke, Old Man River and The Audreys.
year’s Adelaide Fringe Festival (and performing with
us in Melbourne Fringe) we present ‘The Jane Austen Thursday 16 to Sunday 19 September - 9pm Thursday to Saturday, 8pm
Argument’, a bittersweet mix of Cointreau, bitters, citrus on Sunday - $22 full / $17 concession and for groups of 8 or more.
and gin, with a tarty dash something unexpected.
The Melbourne Fringe Festival presents: Mel Hughes in THE
POETRY HOUR
Looking ahead
We’re celebrating our 11th birthday on Sunday 3 October There are stories in life that have to be told. Stories of love, loss, travel,
in typical eccentric style ... by hosting a doppelganger times spent on both picket lines and growing up in Adelaide.
party.
In an evening of spoken word poetry and music, Mel Hughes weaves
There are various definitions of the term ‘doppelganger’ magic with words that leave the audience wanting more. Laugh, cry,
but for the purposes of this celebration we’re using the be inspired, educated, and most of all leave knowing you’ve heard
facebook-inspired one, whereby guests are invited to something special.
dress up as a celebrity they look like. Prizes are on offer
With extensive poetry slamming credits and having performed at some
and entry is free.
of the best venues America has to offer (including the 2008 Split This
After 11 years of unlikely staying power as an independent, Rock Festival in Washington DC) Mel makes her debut at Melbourne’s
non-publicly funded venue in an ever-fluid Melbourne arts Butterfly Club.
scene, 11 years of discovering and nurturing new talent,
of hosting always fun and sometimes naughty parties ‘This girl has a voice and she knows how to use it’ – Terri Louise Kelly,
and shaking ‘n stirring 100,000+ cocktails…it’s time poet, author of American Blowjob With special guests.
to party. The Butterfly Club has also been the launching
pad for the annual Short+Sweet Cabaret festival (now in Tuesday 21 and Wednesday 22 September - 8pm - $22 full / $17
its third year) and the just-concluded, wildly successful concession and for groups of 8 or more.
Melbourne Cabaret Festival.
The Melbourne Fringe Festival presents: Ilsa Cook in THE PRICE
OF GENIUS - A Daughter of the Revolution
Sunday 3 October from 6pm until 11pm - free entry.
Box Hill TAFE Cabaret Course Performance Night
Box Hill TAFE graduates of the Creating Solo Cabarets
course present extracts from their developing shows:
an eclectic, unexpected and entertaining evening of
performances from emerging cabaret artists.

Mary Wollstonecraft changed the world with ‘A Vindication of the Rights of
Women’. Her daughter was the celebrated author of ‘Frankenstein’. But
… Mary had another daughter. This is her story.
Thursday 23 to Sunday 26 September - 7pm Thursday to Saturday;
6pm Sunday - $22 full / $17 concession and for groups of 8 or more.

Thursday & Saturday: Jennifer Cole, Elizabeth McFarlane,
Kate Osborn and Stephanie Price Friday & Sunday: PLUS much much more - visit the website for all details.
Cassie Elliget, Marian Hess and Tracy Tarr
The Butterfly Club
204 Bank Street, South Melbourne
Thursday 16 to Sunday 19 September - 7pm Thursday
Tel 9690 2000
to Saturday, 6pm on Sunday - $22
Tuesday through Sunday from 5.00 pm til late
Cookie Baker’s TEALIGHT PARADE
Fresh from New Zealand Fringe Festival 2010, Cookie Celebrating more than ten years as Melbourne’s best alternative
night out
Baker – boy-chaser, hair-raiser and melody maker –
make a secure booking: www.thebutterflyclub.com
will take you through tales of wayward crushes, bitchy
follow them: www.twitter.com/butterflyclub
shenanigans, hearts like broken teacups and suddenly
become a facebook fan: http://tinyurl.com/thebutterflyclub
finding your best friend REALLY attractive.

The Butterfly Club has
opened submissions
to perform in 2011.
With no hire fee,
The Butterfly Club
is Melbourne’s most
accessible venue for
new and experienced performers, particularly those presenting brand new shows where the risks are highest.
The Butterfly Club also provides opportunities to build audiences, raise performer profiles, tour (we often tour shows after hosting
them) and be talent spotted by agents, producers and the 2011 Melbourne Cabaret Festival.
Applicants should email butterflyperformer@gmail.com for a performer pack.
“The Butterfly Club has always been known for its strong support for performers and, equally, a high standard of entertainment for
patrons from some of Australia’s best known cabaret stars. Increasingly we are also becoming known as the place to see new talent
whose star status is about to ascend,” The Butterfly Club’s David Read said.
Each year, The Butterfly Club participates in the Melbourne International Comedy Festival, Melbourne Fringe Festival and Midsumma
Festival, with its shows often comprising up to 50% of the cabaret offerings in these events. Resident performances staged at The
Butterfly Club have received many festival awards.
Alliances forged between The Butterfly Club and the major Victorian tertiary performing arts courses have created an incubator for
new cabaret talent.
The Butterfly Club now consistently launches more than 100 new shows every year, each week presenting up to three different
cabaret shows nightly and staging more than 500 performances every year.
We asked a couple of performers why they like performing at The Butterfly Club:
Eddie Perfect says: "The Butterfly Club is easily one of Melbourne's (if not Australia's) most unique performance spaces. A perfect
place to accumulate some flight hours on stage, it's a performer's dream; especially for one who thrives on the direct and the
intimate. It doesn't get any more intimate than this fifty seater. I've had some of my most memorable shows there and I really think
it's been a significant factor in me building the skills needed to play venues of any size. They also make a mean Thai Butterfly at
the bar..."
Tim Minchin says: “Neville and David supported my work in its developmental period by promoting shows at the increasingly
legendary Butterfly Club. Their belief that my work was worthy of backing played a huge part in helping me develop confidence in
my product – a confidence which then translated to significant local and overseas success."

q opera: OA 2011 SEASON

Opera Australia's 2011 Season - Adrian Collette, CEO and Lyndon Terracini, Artistic Director have announced details
of Opera Australia's 2011 program.
There are fifteen productions, including the Australian première of Carlisle
Floyd's Of Mice and Men, starring American tenor Anthony Dean Griffey; and
the Sydney première of Richard Mills's The Love of the Nightingale, starring
Emma Matthews.
There are four further new productions: Macbeth, Partenope, The Merry
Widow and La bohème, directed by Gale Edwards and starring Takesha
Meshé Kizart. Other international stars include Giorgio Caoduro, Ji-Min Park,
Patricia Racette, Teddy Tahu Rhodes, Rinat Shaham and Diego Torre, making
for a stellar line-up in 2011.
Go to www. opera-australia.org.au for full details.

q books: THE QUIET ONES
“The Quiet Ones” - Volume one of The Kildir Chronicles
What happens when an ordinary twenty year old gay man living in Brisbane is constantly
plagued by a terrifying nightmare of killer vampires? What happens when his nightmare
starts forcing its way into reality?
New up and coming Australian author C.J Nichols answers these questions in his debut novel “The
Quiet Ones”, a story of friends, lovers, family and untold supernatural powers. His superb story telling
abilities has now forever placed Brisbane, Australia on the world map of host cities for supernatural
beings!
“The Quiet Ones” is the first book in The Kildir Chronicles and follows the life of a young man in
Brisbane. He believes that his life is ordinary and similar to that of any other twenty something
gay man, until peculiar events begin unfolding revealing a world of mystery and macabre. He soon
discovers that there is a hidden world, a world of vampires, witches and clairvoyants and soon learns
that he himself is somehow part of this unspoken bizarre world!
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
C.J Nichols grew up in Bulimba which is a suburb of Brisbane. After years working as a chef he moved on to another artistic
endeavour and completed a Bachelor of Music, jazz and contemporary. It was during his musical studies that he realised his love of
literature and storytelling. He is currently marketing “The Quiet Ones” as well as proof reading “Angry Angel”, volume two of The Kildir
chronicles and has already begun writing the third instalment in the series.
To place orders for the book, contact: Kildir Publishing, PO Box 366, Sunbury, Victoria 3429 e-mail: C.J.Nichols@hotmail.com or
visit www.cjnichols.com

q business: SYDNEY’S HAPPY PETS
Happy Pets dog walking & holistic pet care, is a totally unique business
with a holistic approach to dog walking and pet care. Servicing Sydneys’
CBD, Inner West & Eastern suburbs.
61% of Australian households own a pet. With modern society’s, increasingly busy
lifestyles, the need for someone to help care for our pets is greater then ever. Happy
Pets is the only dog walking and pet care business with a ‘holistic’ approach that
takes into consideration all aspects of our pets health and well being. It is time we
started looking at the whole picture when it comes to caring for our pets.
As Happy Pets are determined to provide holistic pet care, they provide a range of services catering for every animal’s individual
needs. More than just a dog walking business, Happy Pets will consult with you regarding Pet Health Care Management, Nutrition,
Grooming & Spa Appointments, Physiotherapy & Auditory therapy for older or less active pets & birds. Happy Pets also offer, Pet
Care Visits, Dog Boarding, Aquarium Care & a Pet Taxi service.
So whether you want someone to take care of all your pets needs or you are going away and can’t take your friend with you, or
simply don’t want them to be alone all day while you’re at work than Happy Pets is for you! You can find Happy Pets online at www.
happypets.net.au or call Lauren on 0404273168.

Subscribe to Q Magazine

Have Q Magazine posted to you on a monthly basis for only $36 / year.
That’s a full year of Q Magazine, home delivered for only $36. Send your money
order now to Q Magazine P.O. Box 7479 St. Kilda Road VIC 8004 - clearly listing your
name and address so we can get it all happening for you.

q current affairs: ASH HOGAN
Proposition 8: The latest
I was fortunate enough to be in San Francisco’s Castro District the night that the Federal
Court ruled that Proposition 8 was indeed unconstitutional. The significance of this ruling
can’t be underestimated; for the first time national politics is weighing in on what has
been predominantly a state based issue around the United States. As the car horns
blared, streets closed, and people danced in the streets, the possibility that marriage
between two people of the same sex could occur again within days was top of mind for
many Americans.
Dusting off the hangover the following day however, it became clear that Judge Vaughn Walker’s
historic ruling would again come under fierce opposition from Proposition 8 supporters. And so it
really came as no surprise that as the August 18 deadline approached, a stay came into effect ruling
that gay marriage could not occur until at least December 6, when the next hearing will take place.
So is this a setback, or progression for marriage equality? Well organizations across the world
including Freedom to Marry and Marriage Equality USA believe that whilst the delay is frustrating, it’s a step in the right direction.
The evidence at trial overwhelmingly confirmed that there is no good reason for withholding the freedom to marry from committed
couples, and the Governor, the Attorney General, a majority of Californians, and a majority of Americans agree with Judge Walker that
the freedom to marry helps families, while hurting no one. And supporters of Proposition 8, whilst appealing this latest ruling, now
have to think carefully about their actions; any future decision-making at a Federal level could have a significant impact on the states
that don’t legalize same sex marriage currently.
That’s the view shared this week on American Family Radio by David Barton, a Christian activist who served as vice-chairman of the
Texas Republican Party from 1998 to 2006. "Right now, the damage is limited to California only," Barton noted. But he feared that
Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy, the swing vote in an appeal, "will go for California, which means that all 31 states [that
have banned gay marriage] will go down in flames."
Reactionaries say U.S. District Court Judge Vaughn Walker “redefined marriage” when he overturned California’s ban on same-sex
marriage. Whilst that is also a hotly refuted argument (Walker cites “no-fault divorce” as a change that preceded the gay marriage
discussion), many legal commentators believe the case will ultimately be decided in the country’s Supreme Court irrespective of
this latest stay.
And whilst that news may be deeply painful for millions of Americans and others watching around the world, the August 16 decision
could be a strategic victory for Proposition 8 opponents.
For now, it’s still a waiting game, but one that has taken on a whole new twist.
Ashley Hogan is an Australian writer based in San Francisco, who calls the world home.

q travel: with BARRIE MAHONEY
‘Twitters from the Atlantic’

Barrie Mahoney was a teacher, head teacher and school inspector in the UK, as well as a reporter in Spain, before moving to the
Canary Islands as a newspaper editor. He is still enjoying life in the sun as a writer and author.
The Spanish Teacher and The Gym Master
I am often asked what I consider to be the essentials when planning a new life in
another country. My answer is always the same, to learn the language.
I won’t pretend that learning Spanish has been easy for me. It hasn’t. Indeed, you could say that
I am not a natural at learning languages. As an eleven-year-old I was forced to learn French, a
language that I did not like. Maybe it was the teacher, the quality of teaching or simply the sound
of the language that I disliked, but I quickly learned, in the style of Del Boy, that ‘un petit pois’
was not for me.
Latin hit me in a slightly different way. Dead and dusty it may have been, but the subject was
taught in a more effective fashion and with a degree of humour by my old headmaster. He was a
strict disciplinarian whom I liked and respected, and I made adequate progress. However, I could
see little point in the endless conjugation and chanting of those wretched verbs: “amo, amas,
amant...” will forever ring in my ears.
Eventually, crunch time. I had already dropped Latin and was doing my best to avoid French, using a variety of avoidance tactics of
which I was a master. As I completed my fifth year at the school, I was told in no uncertain terms that I had either to take on another
language or it was an additional two lessons a week on the playing field. To me this possibility of yet more ‘hell on earth’ really was
sufficient motivation to find another language very quickly.
German was an option and eagerly followed by many of my peers as we entered the sixth form. However, for me the language is
far too guttural and makes sounds that I wouldn't wish to make in polite company. Now, what about Italian? Yes, a musical language
that is one of beauty, sincerity and where, I was assured, my Latin would come in useful, and they really are such attractive people,
aren't they? The only problem was that my school didn't offer it.
The truth finally dawned. I reasoned that I would need just three languages to do anything anywhere in the world - English, Chinese
and Spanish. My request for Chinese lessons was greeted with a stony faced, disinterested stare from my housemaster before I
was bawled out of his study for wasting his time. Undaunted, I decided to have a chat with one of the school secretaries, a charming
young women who rather liked me. A hurried whisper when her colleague disappeared into the stock room revealed that “Spanish
lessons are off for the time being”. This, I learned, followed an unfortunate incident between the newly appointed young Spanish
teacher and the middle aged gym master in the sports equipment cupboard the previous week. In those days, I was far too naive
and polite to ask for further details, but I had a vivid imagination. So Russian it had to be.
Sadly, that was to be a disaster. Mr. Edwards had recently returned from studying a crash course in Russian at Leningrad University
and was only a few pages ahead of his students in the text book. However, I did learn sufficient to ask about the weather in Moscow
and to say “I love you” in Russian, which was a bonus.
Many years later, as a school inspector in Wales, I was amazed at the ease with which four- and five-year-old English speaking
children could learn a second language - Welsh. My exposure to these children in the playground during break times, experiencing
the ease with which they switched from their mother tongue to another, admittedly very difficult language to learn, both humbled
and amazed me.
Learning Spanish later in life is not easy. However, I am pleased to say that I can now understand far more of what is said and written
and I have growing confidence in being able to speak the language.That young Spanish teacher and the gym master in the sports
cupboard at my old school have a lot to answer for, don’t you think?
If you enjoyed this article, take a look at Barrie’s websites: www.barriemahoney.com and www.thecanaryislander.com or read his
latest novel, ‘Journeys and Jigsaws’ (ISBN: 9781843865384).

